
September 2019, General Manager’s Report 

LHCC Pond Concerns and Testing Update: 

In August, two issues arose which raised concerns regarding water quality in the LHCC ponds 

located along Masters Drive. These ponds are utilized recreationally for fishing, and members 

often allow their pets to swim there.  

The first issue arose on August 5th when members reported seeing someone dumping a cooler or 

a tote of an unknown substance into one of the ponds.  Observation of the pond revealed a milky 

discoloration throughout the water. Karen Andersen with the Friends of the Shenandoah River 

Lab at Shenandoah University sent out samples for testing in an attempt to identify the 

substance.  Although that testing did not reveal the exact substance dumped there, the lab was 

able to determine that the samples did not contain detectable levels of pesticides, herbicides, or 

any volatile organic compounds.   

Around August 19th, members reported the presence of what appeared to be blue green algae in 

the second pond in that area. Subsequent testing confirmed the presence of the algae, with toxin 

levels being below the threshold for recreational use.  

In response to association communications regarding these issues, members expressed concerns 

to me regarding the close proximity of the Aqua’s well head # 4 to these ponds. I contacted Aqua 

to advise them of the dumping, and subsequently of the presence of blue green algae in the 

second pond.  In response, Aqua representatives provided the following statement: “the risk of 

contamination is very low for a few reasons. We are not currently using the well which means no 

water from that well is going into the distribution system serving the customers at Lake Holiday. 

We do at some point intend to put the well back in service, however we would chlorinate/flush 

and collect the full range of samples before doing so.”  

Issues/Concerns raised in response to reported Aqua overflows in May: 

A September 9, 2019 Winchester Star article regarding sewage system overflows in Frederick 

County, some of which occurred here at Lake Holiday, has raised a number of concerns, and has 

resulted in some questions from members regarding the communication of information to the 

community.   

In particular, the overflows reported by Aqua to have occurred on May 5, 2019, have raised 

questions as to why I did not raise concerns/advise the community, put out an email blast, etc. 

regarding the issue once I became aware of it.  In order to best understand why I did not raise the 

alarm in this case, it is important to look at all the information available, and when that 

information actually became available. 

Aqua reported that significant overflows into the lake occurred on May 5, 2019 from Lift Station 

# 4. This was reported to the Virginia Department of Environmental Quality on May 9, 2019.  I 



then received a copy of that report on Monday May 13, 2019. Until that time, 8 days later, we 

were unaware of the overflows.  During the interim, a full set of scheduled water samples were 

taken by Lake Committee volunteers on May 9, 2019 (four days after the overflows but four 

days prior to LHCC being notified).  Those samples resulted in no unusual readings, and all 

levels were well within safe limits as established by the state.  The sample taken at the dam 

(closest test site to lift station # 4) was slightly elevated but well below the threshold for concern. 

The results at the dam test site on May 15 were very low again and showed no signs of continued 

contamination.  

With the passage of time since the overflow, alarming the membership would not have been a 

logical approach and would have raised unnecessary alarm in my opinion. I based this 

conclusion on more than a decade of direct involvement in the water sampling program here at 

Lake Holiday.  During that time test results have repeatedly shown that contaminants from 

overflows, from water shed inflows, and from other unidentified sources, are quickly diluted 

once in the lake, and almost always, subsequent testing reveals that those levels have dropped 

back into the “safe for recreation” range within just a day or two (in the absence of a continuing 

contamination source).  Put simply, contaminants flush through or become diluted very quickly 

during times of heavy flow such as after a significant rain (such as the one on May 5th).   

Various Updates:  

Pavement Maintenance 

Wilson’s Asphalt Maintenance is currently working on the Clubhouse parking lot areas and are 

scheduled to complete the contracted sealing and stripping by week’s end. 

Carroll Construction began staging materials for this year’s tar and chip application last week 

and began the actual tar and chip application this morning.  It is anticipated that the work will be 

completed later this week, but it is possible that work will continue into the first part of next 

week as well.   

I had originally included the gate entry and exit lanes in the scope of this year’s work, but after 

consultation with Carroll’s owner, Andy (and a quick consultation with President Traczyk), I 

asked that they not do those areas at this time. Concerns were raised regarding the 

appropriateness of tar and chip in that area due to the concrete curb and gutters, the brick pavers 

in the lanes, and due to the nature of the start and stop traffic at the gatehouse traffic barriers.  

Andy recommended that we not treat those areas, and that we simply maintain them with crack 

sealer, patching, etc. until such time as the pavement requires milling and/or overlaying.  The 

pavement is in fair condition currently and should be serviceable for a number of years without 

tar and chip treatment. 

As a side note, two of the three areas where new stop signs are to be installed, are areas in which 

tar and chip application is planned.  With this in mind, the stop signs will be installed once the 



tar and chip has been completed and has cured enough so that stop bars may be painted on the 

surface of the road at the time of sign installation. 

Dam Operation and Maintenance (O&M) Permit 

The remedial work requested by the Virginia Department of Conservation and Recreation 

(VDCR) in order to receive a new 6-year Operation and Maintenance Permit (creation of a buffer 

zone at the south end) has now been completed.  VDCR Regional Safety Engineer, Dr. Zhengang 

Wang, has notified me that he has recommended approval of the new permit, and that we should 

receive the permit later this month.  

Boat Trailer Storage Lot Expansion 

The boat trailer storage lot expansion into Parcel 21C is now nearly complete and has been 

opened up to association members awaiting storage spots.  There are still some minor items to 

complete such as finishing up the numbering of some spots, smoothing out the roadways once 

traffic has helped to further compact them, etc., but in general, the lot is complete and available 

for use.  In total, the expansion resulted in 93 storage spots. 

Trash Compactor/Waste Disposal Service Provider 

LHCC’s contract with Republic Services is set to expire in March of 2020.  Since the signing of 

that contract in March of 2017, we have witnessed significant increases in related expenses.  I 

was recently contacted by Terry Friskey of Waste Management, Inc., and his firm has expressed 

interest in providing a competitive bid for the required services and he is currently working to 

put a bid package together for our review.  The contract with Republic contains an auto-renewal 

clause which requires that we notify them in writing at least 60 days prior to the end of the 

contract if LHCC intends to not renew.  Once I have a bid in hand from Waste Management, I 

will contact Republic and give them an opportunity to provide an updated bid as well.  Hopefully 

we will be able to find some savings now that we have another firm interested in providing such 

services here.  I will keep the Board updated as things on this front continue to develop. 

   

Respectfully submitted September 16, 2019 

Mike Goodwin, LHCC GM  


